One marvels at a batter's ability to hit a baseball traveling at 150 kilometers per hour or a monkey's skill in snatching a flying insect. Indeed, the ability of many animals to reach out, grasp, and manipulate objects is a feat of biological engineering unmatched by even state-of-the-art robots. But how are the objects of our attention chosen and how are the eyes and hands directed to it? Recent progress in behavioral neurophysiology has clarified some of the brain mechanisms at work.
Attention
In a typical visual scene a myriad of shapes, colors, and textures impinge on the retina. Just as we cannot make an eve or limb movement to all objects at once, so also we cannot fully attend to more than one or two objects at a time. Much unwanted information must be filtered out by the central nervous system. The first stage in this filtering and selection process is largely automatic and involves distinguishing figures from their background (figureground separation). A red apple on a green field or a fly moving against a xvall are examples of objects that "pop out" from their backgrounds on the basis of differences in color, shape, texture, distance, or motion (1) . The neural mechanisms underlying figureground separation most likely begin with simple lateral inhibition in the retina, which serves to reduce neuronal responses to regions of uniform luminance. These processes continue as visual information is relayed through the thalamus to the cerebral cortex, where neurons are especially responsive to stimuli that differ from their backgrounds in form, color, or motion, just the features that produce pop-out phenomena perceptually (2) .
Even after figure-ground separation, a processed visual scene will still be verv complex, typicall containing manx' different figures. Thus, a second stage of object or feature selection is necessarv.
Unlike the mechanisms for figure-ground extraction, which operate in parallel across an entire visual scene, this second stage, attention, is thought to operate serially on one or tw%o objects at a time.
In studies of attention, a subject is ntpically instructed about where to focus attention pending the subsequent presentation of visual stimuli. For example, the subject looks at a screen, holding the 736 eves steady. A cue, such as a small dot, comes on to indicate wlhere attention should be directed, without making eve movements. If an arrav of different stimuli is then briefly presented on the screen, the subject xwill best remember the stimulus at the cued location. In a different experiment, when a "go" stimulus appears on the screeni, the subject must respond as quicklyr as possible by pressing a key. If a prior cue directs the subject's attention to the go-stimulus location, movements begin sooner than if attention is drawn to a differenlt location. Thus, attention serves both to control access to memorNr and to facilitate behavioral responses (3).
Neiirophysiology ofattenitioni. Research in primate behavioral ncurophysiology has showin that attentioni can have powNerful effects on the responses of individual neurons. In some cases attention leads to an enhancement of neuronal responses to attended items; in others it leads to suppression of responses to unattended items. We discuss some effects of attention in the visual system, but analogous effects occur in other sensory systems as well (4) .
The primary visual cortex (V1), also knownvl as the striate cortex, appears to be the source of twNo major cortical pathways (5) . Each pathwayv relays information through several additional visual cortical fields ( Fig. 1 Since PP lesions in humans often impair the ability to disengage attention from one location and shift it to another (7), it is tempting to suggest that its neurons play a causal role in shifting attention. In this view, the responses of a PP neuron reflect the mechanism of redirecting attention to its "receptive" field. One argument against this notion is that the receptive fields of parietal neurons are very large, in some cases a quadrant or more of the visual field. However, as we argue later, broad spatial tuning by individual neurons need not lead to poor spatial resolution, if the neurons are part of an appropriate neuronal network.
EJfects of attetntioni oni the cortical system for object recog nitioni. The second major visual pathwvay in the primate cortex, the one that is necessary for object recognition, is directed into the temporal rather than the parietal lobe ( Fig. 1) . Information in this temporal pathwav is transmitted from VI, through areas V2, V3, and V4 into the inferior temporal cortex (IT) (8) . Unlike neurons in the parietal pathwav, neurons in the temporal pathway are concerned with the features of objects, such as color, orientation, texture, and shape.
RecentlV, it has been shown that attention affects visual processing at the later stages of this pathw, ay, although not quite in the same wav as in PP. Neurons in areas V4 and IT have receptive fields so large that many stimuli will typically fall wvithin them. One might expect that the responses of such cells would reflect the properties of all stimuli inside their receptive fields. However, it has been found that wNhen a monkey restricts its attention to one location within a V4 or IT cell's receptive field, the response of the cell is determined primarily by the stimulus at the attended location, almost as if the receptive field "shrinks" around the attended stimulus (9) . For example, consider a cell that responids strongly! to red stimuli and not to green when onlyr a single stimulus appears inside its receptive field. If red and a green stimulus appear simultaneously at different locations within the field, and the animal focuses its attention on only the red one, the cell Nill respond strongly. If, however, the animal attends to only the greenl stimulus, the cell will respond weakl or not at all to the red stimulus, even though the red stimulus is still inside the receptive field and the retinal stimulation is identical to the previous condition (Fig. 2) . Thus, the cell selectively processes information about the stimulus at the locus of attention, inside its receptive field, at the expenise of information about unattended stimuli. In addition to the effects of attention on stimuli at different locations, attention to one aspect of a stimulus, such as the orientation of a vertical red grid, also modulates neuronal responses in extrastriate cortex (10), possibly reducing the processing of unattended information even further. Together, these results may explain wvhy we perceive and remember the properties of a particular stimulus out of the man' that may be impinging on the retina at a given moment.
Surprisingly, unlike in PP, the attention effects observed in V4 depend on both the attended and ignored stimuli being located within a recorded neuron's receptive field, which is typically only a few degrees in size (9) . If the animal attends to a stimulus outside a cell's receptive field, the response to an ignored stimulus inside the field is as strong as when the animal attends to it. Thus, in V4, attention to a stimulus scrves to attenuate responses to nearby 4 From Attention to Action encing the environment requires use of the limbs or mouth for most mammals, and for primates, in particular, it often means moving the hand to the object. Much of the central nervous svstem is devoted to the control of movement, but we will focus here on the motor cortex.
Like the visual cortex, the motor cortex consists of a number of functionally distinct cortical fields (20, 21) , and, like the visual cortex, and the SC, most motor areas are organized topographically. However, the details of topographic organization in the motor fields are not as well understood as in visual areas (22) . It is accepted, though, that in the primary motor cortex (M1), the hindlimb is represented medially, the head and face laterallv, and the forelimb in between. Much work on the cerebral control of movement has focused on that "forelimb representation" (21) , and it was there that practical behavioral neurophvsiology began (23) .
Motor cortex cells begin discharging, on average, about 100 ms in advance of a limb movement and more than 50 ms before the earliest increases in electromvographic (EMG) activity in the muscles that will move the limb. In primates, at least some of these cells project through the pyramidal and corticospinal tracts to terminate directlyT on spinal motor neurons. Physiological and anatomical studies show that thev contact several different motor pools with excitatory sv'napses (24) . Thus, there is a direct causal link between the discharge of at least some Ml neurons and motor neuron excitation.
Population Coding
Little has been said up to this point about how neurons code highly accurate eye, head, and limb movements. One conceivable mechanism wrould be to assign individual "command" neurons to code individual inputs or outputs, but theoretical work indicates greater precision can be achieved by neural netwNorks in which the individual elements are coarsel, tuned (25) . As a simple illustration, assume a collection of eight neurons, each of which either responds totally or is silent. If each neuron responds to a stimulus at only a single location, only eight different locations can be coded. However, if each neuron responds to stimuli at any of 128 locations, and the set of locations is unique for each neuron, then 256 different locations (that is, 8 bits) could theoretically be coded by the network with the use of a binary coding system. The spatial specificity of the network is increased, wrhereas the specificity of the individual neural elements is decreased. Although such binary coding schemes are not actually used by the nervous system, a significant coding efficiency could similarly be achieved by broad, overlapping tuning functions or large, overlapping receptive and motor fields. In such coarse coding schemes, the neural code for a stimulus or response is not localized to a specific neuron, but rather is distributed across the population. In addition to coding efficiency, population codes have other useful properties such as resistance to the effects of local damage. Population codes appear to be the codes actually used by the vertebrate nervous svstem (26) .
Populatiotn vectors antid gaze shlifts. In accord with the concept of coarse coding, the motor fields of individual FEF neurons appear to be broadly! tuned: activity at half the peak discharge frequency can extend over about 50 degrees of v'isual space (18) . Similarly, broad motor tuning curves are observed in SC (27) . At first glance, the breadth or coarseness of the motor tuning curves seems paradoxical:
saccades are accurate to within a few degrees, at wNorst, and electrical stimulation of SC or FEF causes eve movements similarly restricted in amplitude and direction (18, 28) . Recent work (29) has clarified this problem by showing that a broad region of SC contributes to an eye movement, not just the focal region in which cells respond optimally before that movement. Deactivation of small regions of 738 SC with lidocaine does not eliminate the "optimal" eye movements coded by cells at the focus of the injection, but rather decreases their velocity and increases their duration. Further, when the same region is inactivated, saccades to targets other than the optimal one are inaccurate. If the optimal movement for the inactivated region is a horizontal saccade to the left, and the target is 45 degrees up and to the left, then the eve movement will miss the target by being too far to the right, as if some "pull" to the left is lacking. Such a result would be expected if an eye movement is caused by an averaged response of cells with a wide range of preferred eve movement vectors, distributed throughout much of SC. Although the precise manner in which SC neuronal responses are averaged has not vet been worked out, the averaging does not appear to be linear (29) . Models positing linear summation predict that when the zone making the largest contribution to that vector is inactivated, all eve movements would undershoot the intended target, whereas experimentallv observed eve movements after deactivation sometimes overshoot the target.
Whereas distributed population codes are efficient, they suffer from interference effects when txvo or more stimuli must be coded simultaneously, a difficultv termed the binding problem in network theorv (25) . Combining the codes for tNwo stimuli is no solution, because that would result in a third code, one specifring a completely different location. One possible mechanism for solving the binding problem is selective attention, which, by filtering out certain stimuli and enhancing others, could control access to both sensorv and motor networks. Yet, it may be objected that the attentional filtering of neuronal responses is never complete. Stimuli that are unattended and that will not be the target of an eve movement nev,ertheless may elicit at least weak neuronal discharges. Attention, therefore, appears to ameliorate the binding problem, but in itself is not sufficient to overcome it. A special case of the binding problem occurs when a stimulus appears in the peripheral visual field, but an animal wants to continue looking at (or fixating) a central target. If the peripheral stimulus causes a neuronal response in SC and FEF, should not that activity lead to a small saccade in its direction? It appears that the nervous system has evolved special circuits to circumvent this problem. In the cat SC there is a tension between maintaining fixation on a stimulus and breaking fixation to produce targeted saccades (31) . Neurons representing central space, that is, near the fixation point, discharge maximally when the cat attentively fixates a stimulus. Neural activity is reduced wvhen the animal's attention is directed away from the fixation point and ceases altogether just before the saccade. If these cells inhibit the neurons involved in saccade generation "downstream" from the SC, as they are thought to (31) , then eve movements to unattended stimuli could be prevented and the binding problem could be circumvented.
PoptulationI tctors anid arm mnotinewts. Before and during arm movements made in either two-or three-dimensional space, MI neurons show a coarse tuning analogous to those in FEF and SC (32, 33) . As with eve movements, the coarseness of tuning observed for individual neurons contrasts Xwith the high degree of accuracy with which arm projection movements can be made. A typical example of an MI directional tuning curve is showni in Fig. 3 . The cell is active before all movements to the left, wvith a peak activity modulation before and during movements between 135 degrees and 225 degrees. The tulnilng of the cell for direction is similar to the directional tuning mentioned above for FEF neurons (18 
"preferred" direction, defined as the arm-movement direction correlated with the greatest discharge modulation. When each neuronal vector is weighted by its activity, the calculated MI population vector corresponds well with the experimentally observed direction of limb movement, typically within less than 15 degrees (34).
Population activity of Ml cells also correlates better than single-cell activitv with the force generated by the limb (35, 36) . Interestingly, although much MI activity reflects maintained postures and the production of forces in the absence of movement (21, 37) , for the majorityN of Ml cells, movement-related changes in discharge rate are not significantly affected by the starting position of the limb (38) . Most M1 neuronal modulation and the Ml population vector as calculated by Georgopoulos and his colleagues (38) correlate with the direction of limb movement (or force production) rather than final limb positioIn. This finding is reminiscent of those in FEF and SC, where gaze-shift vectors are specified in relative terms, producing the same movement regardless of the initial eve position (28 cortical field, the supplementary eve field (SEF), may be involved in directing fixation to a particular location in space. The SEF (Fig. 1) lies immediatelIr rostral to, or as some wvould argue is the rostral part of, the supplementary motor area. Eve movements can be evoked with intracortical stimulation of SEF and its cells discharge in relation to eve movements (39, 40) . Many of the eve movements that can be evoked from the SEF convrerge on a given orbital position, regardless of the eve's initial position in the orbit (41) . Studies of single-unit activity in SEF also indicate that the activity is related to head-centered spatial locations, rather than being strictly linked wvith movements of a given amplitude and direction (40) , as is typically the case in FEF. Premotor cortical areas (20) mav similarly! provide a bod\y-centered coordinate svstem for goal acquisition by arm movements (40, 42) . And, finally, cells in the hippocampus, at least in rats, are thought to code an animal's location in an allocentric coordinate system (43) .
How could a head-or body-centered neural representation of space be constructed? There is evidence that PP ma!! be important in this functioni. The responses of many neurons in PP reflect not only the positioin of a stimulus on the retina but also the position of the eve in the orbit. Zipscr and Anderseni (44) Likewise, neural nctwork models of visually guided movement, such as that developed by Kuperstein (47) , use accumulated experience to adjust and maintain the spatial consistency between sensory input maps and motor output maps (48) . His modcl posits that initially random motor signals produce movements, resulting in arm and hand positionis that the system cani observe. During learninig, the errors in reaching a target are used to modify wveightings between the sensory input maps, showing the target location in space, and the motor output maps necessary to acquire that target, something like Zipser and Anderseil's model (44) of spatial mapping in PP. After a few thousand trials, thc weightings adjust to the point that the motor and sensory maps are spatially consistent, at uwhich time the svstem makes an average error of about 4 percent or 4 degrees. The system generalizes over all reachable space, in accord with the finding that experience with visually guided reaching leads to such generalization, whereas lack of experience prevents it (46).
Conclusion
We have, of course, onlyr touched the surface of work currently taking place in the field of behavioral neurophvTsiologv. But it occurs to us that the state of behavioral neurophvsiologv today resembles that of functional neuroanatomv in the earl!' 1970s. At that time, new techniques and approaches, manyT taken from cell biologv, led to a revolution in neuroanatomical practice, one built on the experience, thought, and strategics of the previous 20 years work with experimental fiber-tracing methods. Similarly, behavioral neurophvsiologists have had, for about two decades, a method for exploring neuronal activity in alert, behaving animals. We expect that the experience and experimental strategies developed during that period, with the infusion of ideas from psychophysics, neural network theorv, and engineering, wvill serve as the foundation for a newN era in neurophysiology.
